
Clara 

Larcher 



Aerialist and dancer
In continous search for

experimenting aerial
mouvement and dance.

Traveling and sharing art
and knowledges as a deep

life philosohy. 
Being on stage as an end-

less learning experience

 



Clara is an italian performer specialized in
rope, silks and contemporary dance.

In 2020  she has started the creation of her
new solo project " Araké" at Flic Scuola di

Circo.
 Since 2017 she has worked with her own  

 company, Compañía Depáso. Their show "La
Trottola"  has traveled around festivals and
events between Europe and Latin America. 

Both projects are suitable for all types of public
in street or theatre version. 

 
In the meanwhile she teaches  her workshop

"Aerial Experiences", a technique and research
laboratory  on rope and silks.



La escena 

El  aire 
ese espacio donde los miedos se vuelven fortalezas y los limites posibilidades

ese espacio donde todo se transforma y donde aparece la magia



Araké

The project involves the creation of a 45
minutes show . It addresses the issue of the
limits to talk imposed on women by society
through poetic and danced expressions.  
A composition that combines sensitivity and
power.
It is mainly designed for a theatre audience
of all ages and it will be possible to adapt to
a street-performance version.

Rope and ropes 
solo show project



La Trottola
 

by 
Compañía Depáso

It is a contemporary circus show for all types of
public in which the vortex of the human fragility is

investigated through aerial duo movement and
dance.

A 30 min version of the show has been touring in
open air festival and a larger version for theatre is in

progress

The company
It was founded in Buenos Aires in 2017 by

Clara and Jose Cereceda, chilean artist
specialized in rope, straps and hairhanging.



TOUR 2019

Cupula Circus Village | 
Tutti Matti per Colorno OFF | Colorno, Italia.

Inart | Tivat, Montenegro.
Pflasterspecktakel | Linz, Austria.

Festival Onderstroom | Vlissingen, Olanda.
Artescena | Avila, Spagna

La Notte delle Streghe I San Giovanni in Marignano

TOUR 2018

Festival la luna nel pozzo | Caorle, Italia.
International Street Art Festival Spettacolo | Brunnen,
Suiza.
San Marino International Arts Festival | San Marino.
Festival Miremont | Toulouse, France.

WORK IN PROGRESS 'LA TROTTOLA' 

 Galpón Cabeza de martillo, Santiago de Chile

Santiago de Chile
Coyhaique, Chile
1Buenos Aires, Argentina

Dinamico Festival I Italy
Busker Bus I Polonia 

Festival des Affranchis, I France
Sul Filo del Circo I Italy

TOUR 2021





SOMACOLECTIVO LUNERAS CDC IFA

More Experiences

2020 Torino 
Aerial acrobatics trio for
feminist performance
"Naci libre"

2016-2017 Buenos AIres
Aerial Acrobatics Company. 10
aerialists on 10 red silks .
Direction Antonella Muruaga

2015-2017 Buenos Aires
Contemporary Dance Company. 
Show "Moribundos"
Direction Luciano Cejas



Studies....
Clara first approaches aerial silks and

yoga practice in 2013 in Italy , her
home country. In 2015 she moves to

Buenos Aires where she has the
opportunity to further her studies
and slowly transform her hobbies

into her great passion. 
She studies as a yoga teacher in

Ananda Yoga.In Argentina she starts
dancing and working on mouvement
research in particular at the major in
Dance at Universidad Nacional de las

Artes, at the same time she gets
deeper in the aerial practice training

rope and straps. 
From the very beginning she feels the

urge to learn and investigate body
and movement. 

In 2019 she comes back to Europe
and she follows her circus studies at

Flic Scuola di Circo.

DIPLOMAS

Flic Circus School , Torino
Terzo Anno Artistico

2020-2021

Universidad Nacional de las Artes, Buenos Aires
Major in Danza Expresion Corporal

2016-2017

2014-2015 Escuela Ananda Yoga, Buenos Aires
Yoga teacher and yogatherapy



Workshops offered

Rope and Silks classes

Movement practice 

Yoga practice 

"Aerial Experiences" Ws

The workshop has been thought in 
Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Italy, Spain, Austria  



Contact me
Web

www.claralarcher.com

Tel

+39 3887313406

Email

larcher.clar@gmail.com

larcher.clara


